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Incremental Reconstruction Strategies
Incremental
Reconstruction
Strategies Defined

Source: FEMA News Photo

The incremental reconstruction of a
disaster damaged home allows residents
to more quickly return to their home
sites. Residents will initially reside in a
safe and habitable dwelling that can later
be reconfigured and incorporated as a
serviceable portion of a permanently
reconstructed home. Ultimately, this is to
decrease residents’ time of displacement
following a disaster.

Objective
Identify and characterize potential
incremental reconstruction strategies to
allow for more rapid return of families to
their homes following a disaster as well
as incorporate this interim housing into
the final solution. This is a much more
sustainable solution than the current

policies of disposable and costly interim
housing.

Stakeholders
Disaster survivors, emergency housing
providers, communities, local builders,
contractors and home manufacturers.
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Building System “Specifications”
Envelope

Structural

The incremental reconstruction building
envelope design will be constructed to
the currently adopted building codes
for the jurisdiction. There are many
different types of wall systems that can
accommodate what will inevitably be
various sized slabs. Standard wood stud
construction, light gauge steel framing,
structural insulated panels (SIPs), concrete
modules and wood panelized construction
are all methods that can be utilized.
Whichever one is used, the idea of saving
time and labor should be at the forefront
in deciding which envelope system
to use. The ultimate choice of a wall
system following a disaster will often be
dependent on the availability of materials
and labor.

The current code including the most
recent wind design criteria has specific
structural requirements that need to
be followed. As indicated in Figure 3
below, the majority of the United States
can experience severe wind loads. It is
recommended however that the

incremental reconstruction, as well as the
final home, follow the construction detail
enhancements provided by the Insurance
Institute for Building and Home Safety’s
FORTIFIED for Safer Living® program.
These enhancements have a relatively
small cost but a large impact on creating
a structure that can better withstand
disasters relevant to a particular location.

Figure 3:

Source: FEMA.gov

Building System Examples

Newport Partners

Concrete Modular Construction

Newport Partners
Newport Partners

FORTIFIED Construction
SIPs Construction
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Incremental Reconstruction

Incremental Reconstruction

Foundations
The strategies presented for this
incremental reconstruction concept
presume the re-use of the existing
foundation/slab-on-grade. The use of this
existing foundation/slab-on-grade will help
speed the return of the disaster survivor
to their incremental dwelling as these are
frequently left intact following a disaster.
The strategies presented on the following
pages assume two typical garage sizes, a
smaller footprint on a 20 ft. x 20 ft. slab
and a larger footprint on a 24 ft. x 24 ft.
slab.

Components
Building components, such as pre-plumbed
kitchenettes and bathrooms should

be incorporated where available. The
use of these preassembled units can
speed the construction process for the
incremental unit depending on location
and availability of the building components.
It is encouraged to re-use these units in
the eventual final design when possible.
The strategies also include the use of
space saving built-in components such as
shelving and beds.
The possibility of using one’s own
furniture is available if the homeowner
chooses the open loft-like approach in the
larger footprint
design. Retailers
are increasingly
featuring
furnishings for
small places.

Mechanical &
Electrical
Planning should consider the ultimate
future build-out of the final home.
Consequently, the mechanical and
electrical systems should be designed
for future expansion. Providing a 200
amp service with a sub-panel to run
the incremental unit is a good example
of planning for the final build-out. Selfcontained mini-split mechanical systems
with built in
expandability and
no duct work
requirements will be
most efficient and
provide occupant
comfort.

Photo Courtesy of IKEA

Building System Examples

Newport Partners

Mechanical Unit

Modular Bathroom

Kitchenette Unit

Incremental Reconstruction
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Smaller Footprint Strategy

Design Solution
The smaller footprint strategies shown
in Figures 4, 5, 6, 9 and 11 utilize expedited factory production of pre-plumbed
modules for cooking and bathrooms
(12 ft. x 12 ft.) along with production of
other rooms (12 ft. x12 ft. and 12 ft. x
24 ft.) as needed. These modules can be
easily modified to accommodate a typical
smaller 20 ft. x 20 ft. two car garage slab.
In locations where either the modules or
the equipment for installation of factorybuilt modules is not available, but trades
are available or desired, units can be
completely site-built.

Newport Partners

Two approaches to the smaller footprint
are illustrated in Figures 4, 5, 6, 9 and 11.
The first approach is elevated living with
open parking underneath. This would be
appropriate for areas prone to flooding;
and the living area might later serve as an
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU). Each
individual solution can grow from what is
essential to what is a complete home over
time, without significant loss of initial investment, materials, or labor efforts. This
solution is shown on the facing page. This
will be a significant move toward sustainability and improve cost effectiveness of
disaster housing efforts.

Figure 4: Smaller 20 ft. x 20 ft. Building Footprint

Elevated Front Elevation
Elevated Smaller Floor Plan Option
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Incremental Reconstruction

Flexibility
Possibilities
Both solutions for the smaller footprint
are designed to efficiently use modular
components. The modular solution will
be available as a core unit, studio, onebedroom, and two bedrooms that can
be used with a basement foundation, a
slab-on-grade, a garage slab and as a new
elevated unit.

Possible solutions for incremental
reconstruction can include changing wall
panels, finishes and roofing to further
accommodate home evolution. This will
permit exterior walls to be removed as
modules are added and facilitate changes
of interior and exterior walls as growth

continues. The use of a standard flat
roof will facilitate changes to permit an
eventual second floor or a roof design
suited to the permanent home design.
HVAC will be provided by ductless mini
split system units to further facilitate
change.

Elevated units may be detached or
attached to homes and may serve as an
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) suitable
for family members or as a rentable unit
once the home has been reconstructed.
Figure 5: Smaller Floor Plan Front Elevation

Figure 6: Smaller 20 ft. x 20 ft. Building Footprint

Incremental
Reconstruction
for Disaster
Damaged
Homes

Smaller Floor Plan Option

Incremental Reconstruction
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Larger Footprint Strategy
Design Solution
A second and larger footprint shown in
Figures 7, 8, 10 and 12 has been designed
for a 24 ft. x 24 ft. slab-on-grade. For
this larger dimension, flexibility for the
occupants is a key part of the design
options. To achieve this flexibility on the
exterior of the dwelling, a flat roof system
designed for future loads is incorporated.
Families displaced by disasters come in
different sizes and configurations. These
designs can incorporate an extended
family or a large family with sleeping for
up to six people. This will give the final
design the adaptability to incorporate any
roof style.
The design is a temporary solution
with the ultimate goal of allowing the

occupants to regain some semblance of
normalcy following a disaster. Keeping in
mind, the timeline for occupancy of the
incremental dwelling is expected to be six
to eighteen months. This solution includes
planning for connection to the future
home and conversion of the space back
to a garage. The following details support
these design goals as shown in the floor
plans below:
• Loft-like design (open plan) ~ see
open option in Figure 8
• Single (common) wet wall ~ for ease
of construction for a temporary
situation
• Pre-plan for future-use openings
~ red exterior walls shown below
can be pre-framed for future use as
garage doors
• Minimal work for conversion to
garage ~ incorporating pre-framed

•

•
•
•
•
•

openings (red exterior walls), use of
temporary interior partitions (red
interior walls)
Exterior utility runs when possible
~ for ease of construction for a
temporary situation
Flat roof ~ future style not
predetermined
Plenty of natural light
Use of driveway for outdoor living
HVAC package unit where required
Flexibility ~ allowing this strategy to
work across many disaster types and
locations

Source: FEMA News Photo

Figure 7: Larger 24 ft. x 24 ft. Building Footprint -
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Incremental Reconstruction

Source: Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety

Options.
Options.
Options.
Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 show just a
few of the many options available to
homeowners and municipalities. This is
an extremely flexible design concept. The
walls in black represent the wet areas and
the locations where temporary utilities
could be run. The blue walls indicate
construction that is typically going to be
more permanent in nature as well but
drawn in another color to differentiate
them from the wet area construction. The
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units are essentially infill framing where
future openings in the final construction
may be. The exterior red walls could all
be windows if the owner so desires. The
driveway outside the structure is planned
for use as outdoor living. This concept
assumes the driveway is located along the
bottom wall where the garage door
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a window and window/door combination
unit. These concepts can be adapted to
any situation where all that is left after a
disaster is the slab.

Figure 8: Larger 24 ft. x 24 ft. Building Footprint -

Front Elevation

Open Floor Plan Option

Incremental Reconstruction
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Adaptability
Whether going with the smaller footprint
or larger footprint incremental strategy,
there are options for a design that will
work with the affected person’s or
family’s circumstances. As you can see
in the sketches there are choices with
the smaller footprint strategy to add
or remove modules as necessary to
accommodate whatever arrangement may
be required. Similarly, using the open-plan
option depicted in the larger

footprint strategy, as you can see in
Figures 7, 8, 10 and 12, the interior layout
can house anywhere from one to six
people rather comfortably. Using the
module approach, an adaptable and stylish
design can be achieved as seen if Figures
9 and 11.
Taking either of these strategies and
adapting to a flood plain situation, the

units can simply be elevated to allow
vehicular parking in an open carport
type of arrangement below the dwelling
unit, or if requested, can be enclosed and
provided as a typical garage. As you can
see in the 2 1/2 bedroom floor plan in
Figure 12, this can either be raised above
the base flood elevation as shown in
Figure 10 or left at grade as indicated in
Figure 8.

Figure 9: Smaller Footprint: Additional Modules Front Elevation

Figure 10: Larger Footprint: Elevated Front Elevation

Common Concepts

WALL TYPES
PERMANENT, WET WALL
PERMANENT WALL
TEMPORARY/ INFILL WALL

Figure 11: Smaller Footprint with additional modules
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Figure 12: Larger Footprint: 2 1/2 Bedroom Option
Incremental Reconstruction

Incremental Reconstruction

Sustainability
Following the provision of immediate
housing in emergency shelters for
displaced homeowners and the removal
of debris and stabilization of utilities;
one of the most difficult problems faced
after a disaster is the rebuilding of the
neighborhoods and the reestablishment
of communities. While this is extremely
difficult, there are opportunities that can
help move homeowners and communities
in the right direction. These solutions
require getting people back in to their
homes as quickly as possible.
While the use of trailers, recreational
vehicles and other temporary solutions
have been offered, they have not

successfully been employed on a large
scale without the eventual need to
remove and salvage or scrap these
federally funded temporary housing units
at great cost to the nation.
The opportunity to provide an
incremental design that can be set on
an existing slab, garage apron, or site
as an elevated ADU and evolve from
temporary to permanent housing should
be further explored. This design approach
would facilitate placement of living unit
modules at a home site and would get
homeowners back to their property
to accelerate rebuilding and facilitate
recovery and community presence. This
approach will both maximize factory
built construction where local trades
and materials may not be available or

economical and consistent with PATH
Concept Homes - to “…provide flexible
design that utilizes innovation to allow
owners to customize their home to meet
their needs and budget if these change
over time.” Visit www.pathnet.org/
sp.asp?id=11175 for more information on
PATH Concept Homes.

Incremental
Reconstruction
for Disaster
Damaged
Homes

Incremental Reconstruction
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Additional Project Resources
Incremental Reconstruction

www.hud.gov/info/disasterresources_dev.cfm

www.saferstrongerhomes.com

www.disastersafety.org/fortified

www.fema.gov/rebuild/index.shtm

Next Steps

Outreach
Taking it to the public. Informing towns
and municipalities of the strategies
for incremental reconstruction is the
crucial next step. These governmental
agencies will need to be educated
on what the possibilities and positive
outcomes can be when these strategies
are incorporated into their disaster plans.
Then, these municipalities that understand
and implement these incremental
reconstruction strategies will reap the
benefits of a quicker return to their sense
of community and normalcy.

Pilot Program
“The Strategies for
Incremental Reconstruction
of Disaster Damaged Homes
will contribute significantly to
the rebuilding process that
communities necessarily go
through following a natural
disaster. Applying these
strategies will also nurture the
cohesion of the community as
it helps everyone reinvest in a
new beginning for themselves
and by extension, their
community.”
Mayor Bob Dixson

After this initial outreach with a few
jurisdictions ready to add incremental
reconstruction strategies to their
repertoire of disaster relief efforts, it will
be time to implement these strategies.
A coordinated effort of governmental
agencies, local authorities, homeowners
and contractors will be readied as these
towns will be prepared for the next
natural disaster.

Greensburg, KS
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